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Christmas has always been a sad time for young widow Holly Brown. So when she's asked to 

look after a remote house on the Lancashire moors, the opportunity to hide herself away is 

irresistible – the perfect excuse to forget about the festivities.

The owner of the house, Jude Martland, is also avoiding Christmas since the last one saw his 

brother run off with his fiancee. But forced to return home unexpectedly, Jude arrives to find that 

his family are running amok - with Holly seemingly at the centre of it all.

As the blizzards descend, there is no escape. With nowhere to go, Holly and Jude get much 

more than they bargained for - and a Christmas they will always remember!

TWELVE DAYS OF 

CHRISTMAS

December 14, 2017

Paperback

Avon

Seasonal Fiction

£7.999781847561152

Trisha Ashley

COVER 
NOT 

FINAL



Inspired by the fortunes and misfortunes of the Getty family, whose most extraordinary and 

troubled episode – the kidnap and ransom of grandson Paul Getty – is now a major motion 

picture, directed by Ridley Scott, from a screenplay by David Scarpa and starring Michelle 

Williams, Kevin Spacey and Mark Wahlberg.

When sixteen-year-old Paul Getty was kidnapped, the news exploded worldwide. But his 

grandfather, J. Paul Getty, the richest living American, refused to pay the ransom, oblivious to 

his sufferings. And as the days dragged painfully on, it was Paul’s distraught but determined 

mother Gail who was left to negotiate with his captors…

In this full biography of the Getty family, John Pearson traces the creation of their phenomenal 

wealth and the ways in which it has touched and tainted the lives of various generations. Packed 

with colourful characters, bitter feuds and unexpected turns, it is a riveting insight into the lives of 

the super-rich.

ALL THE MONEY IN THE WORLD

December 14, 2017

B-format paperback

William Collins

Biography: General

£8.999780008281533

John Pearson



What pushed Blunt, Burgess, Cairncross, Maclean and Philby into Soviet hands? Looking at the 

revelations that rocked the intelligence world to its core, Richard Davenport-Hines returns with a 

sharp analysis of the spying world and beyond to unmask why these men and others betrayed 

national interest, loyalty and ideology for personal gain.

Traitors follows the Cambridge Five (Blunt, Burgess, Cairncross, Maclean, and Philby) alongside 

a new cast of characters who who were collateral damage to the revelations of their duplicity, 

namely Victor Rothschild and Archie Clark Kerr (Lord Inverchapel). By exploring the scandals 

associated with these men, this book provides a rational analysis of why and how these men and 

others were corrupted by foreign agents and what this cost Britain and its allies.

The Cambridge Spies have attracted extensive interest but the allegations of Establishment 

cover-ups and high-level corruption never lose topicality. As Cambridge undergraduates, these 

hedonistic, addiction-riddled bright minds were looked after. They had good prospects and 

ascended to some of the most power positions within and outside of Britain, at governmental 

level – neither money nor blackmail were at stake. So why did they do it?

ENEMIES WITHIN

January 25, 2018

Hardback

William Collins

Biography: Historical, Political & Military

£25.009780007516674

Richard Davenport-Hines



Circus, showmanship, spectacle – these were P. T. Barnum's stock and trade. 

Desperate to create a better life for his family, Barnum launched into his circus 

venture with true American entrepreneurial spirit, against all odds, wowing 

audiences for decades with his troupe. Yet spectacle wasn't merely reserved for his 

stage – Barnum created an aura of excitement about himself for decades, not least 

through this thrilling account of his life and work, proving that he was indeed, the 

greatest impresario of all time.

THE LIFE OF P. T. BARNUM

December 14, 2017

Paperback

William Collins

Collins Classics 

£2.509780008277017

P.T. Barnum



Many of our favourite movies come with a side of iconic food moments: the comforting 

frothy butterbeer from Harry Potter, the sumptuous apple strudel from Inglorious Basterds, 

the delectable deli fare from When Harry Met Sally, or Remy the rat-chef’s signature 

ratatouille in Ratatouille.

In this cookbook, author Andrew Rea (of the hit YouTube channel ‘Binging with Babish’) 

recreates these iconic food scenes and many more. With recipes from more than 40 classic 

and cult films, Eat What You Watch is the perfect gift for both movie buffs and cooks who 

want to add some cinematic flair to their cooking repertoire.

EAT WHAT YOU WATCH

November 16, 2017

Hardback

HarperCollins

Cookery

£14.999780008283650

Andrew Rea





Prince FitzChivalry Farseer’s daughter Bee was violently abducted from Withywoods by 

Servants of the Four in their search for the Unexpected Son, foretold to wield great power. With 

Fitz in pursuit, the Servants fled through a Skill-pillar, leaving no trace. It seems certain that they 

and their young hostage have perished in the Skill-river.

Clerres, where White Prophets were trained by the Servants to set the world on a better path, 

has been corrupted by greed. Fitz is determined to reach the city and take vengeance on the 

Four, not only for the loss of Bee but also for their torture of the Fool. Accompanied by 

FitzVigilant, son of the assassin Chade, Chade’s protégé Spark and the stableboy

Perseverance, Bee's only friend, their journey will take them from the Elderling city of Kelsingra, 

down the perilous Rain Wild River, and on to the Pirate Isles.

Their mission for revenge will become a voyage of discovery, as well as of reunions, 

transformations and heartrending shocks. Startling answers to old mysteries are revealed. What 

became of the liveships Paragon and Vivacia and their crews? What is the origin of the Others 

and their eerie beach? How are liveships and dragons connected?

FITZ AND THE FOOL (3) –

ASSASSIN’S FATE

March 22, 2018

B-format paperback

HarperVoyager

Fantasy

£8.999780007444281

Robin Hobb



Brand new literary thriller from bestselling author of MISSING, PRESUMED 

Susie Steiner.

Manon Bradshaw is back.

As dusk falls a young man staggers through a park, far from home, bleeding from a stab wound. 

He dies where he falls; cradled by a stranger, a woman’s name on his lips in his last seconds of 

life.

DI Manon Bradshaw can’t help taking an interest – these days she only handles cold cases, but 

the man died just yards from the police station where she works.

She’s horrified to discover that both victim and prime suspect are more closely linked to her than 

she could have imagined. And as the Cambridgeshire police force closes ranks against her, she 

is forced to contemplate the unthinkable.

How well does she know her loved ones, and are they capable of murder?

PERSONS UNKNOWN

March 08, 2018

B-format paperback

The Borough Press

Thriller / Suspense

£7.999780008123376

Susie Steiner



It is the 17th century and a wall is being built around a great house. Wychwood is an enclosed 

world, its ornamental lakes and majestic avenues planned by Mr Norris, landscape-maker. A 

world where everyone has something to hide after decades of civil war, where dissidents shelter 

in the forest, lovers linger in secret gardens, and migrants, fleeing the plague, are turned away 

from the gate.

Three centuries later, another wall goes up overnight, dividing Berlin, while at Wychwood, over 

one hot, languorous weekend, erotic entanglements are shadowed by news of historic change. A 

little girl, Nell, observes all.

Nell grows up and Wychwood is invaded. There is a pop festival by the lake, a TV crew in the 

dining room and a Great Storm brewing. As the Berlin wall comes down, a fatwa signals a 

different ideological faultline and a refugee seeks safety in Wychwood.

From the multi-award-winning author of The Pike comes a breathtakingly ambitious, beautiful 

and timely novel about game keepers and witches, agitators and aristocrats, about young love 

and the pathos of aging, and about how those who wall others out risk finding themselves walled 

in.

PECULIAR GROUND

March 08, 2018

B-format paperback

Fourth Estate

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (post C 1945)

£8.999780008126544

Lucy Hughes-Hallett

HB 
COVER



Everyone can be bought. At the right price…

Detective Sergeant Denny Malone leads an elite unit to fight gangs, drugs and guns in New 

York. For eighteen years he’s been on the front lines, doing whatever it takes to survive in a city 

built by ambition and corruption, where no one is clean.

What only a few know is that Denny Malone himself is dirty: he and his partners have stolen 

millions of dollars in drugs and cash. Now he’s caught in a trap and being squeezed by the FBI. 

He must walk a thin line of betrayal, while the city teeters on the brink of a racial conflagration 

that could destroy them all.

THE FORCE

March 08, 2018

B-format paperback

HarperCollins

Thriller / Suspense

£8.999780008227524

Don Winslow



Heathcliff has left Wuthering Heights, and is travelling across the moors to Liverpool in search of 

his past.

Along the way, he saves Emily, the foul-mouthed daughter of a Highwayman, from a whipping, 

and the pair journey on together.

Roaming from graveyard to graveyeard, making a living from Emily’s apparent ability to 

commune with the dead, the pair lie, cheat and scheme their way across the North of England.

And towards the terrible misdeeds - and untold riches - that will one day send Heathcliff home to 

Wuthering Heights.

ILL WILL

March 22, 2018

Hardback

HQ

Historical Fiction

£12.999780008248154

Michael Stewart

COVER 
NOT 

FINAL



The Fear

C.L. Taylor

9780008118099

March 22, 2018

B-format paperback

Crime & Mystery

£7.99

Sometimes your first love won’t let you go…

Lou Wandsworth is used to being headline news as, aged fourteen, she ran away to France with her 

31-year-old teacher, Mike Hughes.

Now 32, Lou’s life is in tatters – and she resolves to return home to confront Mike for the damage he 

has caused. But she soon finds that Mike is unchanged, and is focussing his attention on 13-year-old 

Chloe Meadows.

Determined to make sure that history doesn’t repeat itself, Lou decides to take matters into her own 

hands. But Mike is a predator of the worst kind, and as she tries to bring him to justice, it’s clear that 

Lou could once again become his prey…

The Shadow Queen

Anne O'Brien

9781848455139

August 24, 2017

Paperback / softback

£7.99

From her first clandestine marriage, Joan of Kent’s reputation is one of beauty, rumour and scandal.

Her royal blood makes her a desirable bride. Her ambition and passion make her a threat.

Joan knows what she must do to protect her reputation…the games to play, the men to marry. She will 

do anything to get what she wants: The Crown of England.

A tale of ambition, treachery and desire, The Shadow Queen tells of a woman’s ascent through the 

court to command royal power alongside her young son, King Richard II.

COVER 
NOT 

FINAL

COVER 
NOT 

FINAL



COLLINS CRIME CLUB

9780008190552

March 22, 2018

Hardback

Crime & Mystery

£9.99

Seymour Merriman’s holiday 

in France comes to an 

abrupt halt when his 

motorcycle starts leaking 

petrol. Following a lorry to 

find fuel, he discovers that it 

belongs to an English 

company making timber pit-

props for coal mines back 

home

Roderick Alleyn is back in 

this unique crime novel 

begun by Ngaio Marsh 

during the Second World 

War and now completed 

by Stella Duffy.

9780008207106

March 08, 2018

Hardback

Crime & Mystery

£14.99

As inventive as Agatha 

Christie, as hilarious as 

P.G. Wodehouse - discover 

the delightful detective 

stories of Edmund Crispin. 

Crime fiction at its quirkiest 

and best.

9780008228033

March 08, 2018

B-format paperback

Crime & Mystery

£8.99

As inventive as Agatha 

Christie, as hilarious as 

P.G. Wodehouse - discover 

the delightful detective 

stories of Edmund Crispin. 

Crime fiction at its quirkiest 

and best.

9780008228064

March 08, 2018

B-format paperback

Crime & Mystery

£8.99

As inventive as Agatha 

Christie, as hilarious as 

P.G. Wodehouse - discover 

the delightful detective 

stories of Edmund Crispin. 

Crime fiction at its quirkiest 

and best.

9780008275150

March 08, 2018

B-format paperback

Crime & Mystery

£8.99



The Devil’s Dice

Roz Watkins

9780008214616

March 08, 2018

Hardback

Crime & Mystery

£12.99

Esteemed attorney Peter Hugo Hamilton is found dead at The Devil’s Dice – a vast network of Peak 

District caves and well-known local suicide spot. His body lies below a cave wall with a carving of the 

grim reaper and an eerie inscription: Coming for PHH. Yet the carvings have been there for hundreds of 

years.

For DI Meg Dalton this case is a chance to prove herself in a police force dominated by men. One of 

whom knows a lot more than she’d like about her past – and is convinced she’s unfit for the role. In a 

race against time to solve Peter’s death, Meg must fight to get one step ahead of the murderer before 

the devil claims another life…

Sycamore

Bryn Chancellor

9780062661104

March 08, 2018

Paperback / softback

Fiction 

£9.99

Out for a hike one scorching afternoon in Sycamore, Arizona, a newcomer to town stumbles across 

what appear to be human remains embedded in the wall of a dry desert ravine. As news of the 

discovery makes its way around town, Sycamore's longtime residents fear the bones may belong to 

Jess Winters, the teenage girl who disappeared suddenly some eighteen years earlier, an unsolved 

mystery that has soaked into the porous rock of the town and haunted it ever since. In the days it takes 

the authorities to make an identification, the residents rekindle stories, rumors, and recollections both 

painful and poignant as they revisit Jess's troubled history. In resurrecting the past, the people of 

Sycamore will find clarity, unexpected possibility, and a way forward in their lives.

COVER 
NOT 

FINAL



Godblind

Anna Stephens

9780008215927

March 08, 2018

B-format paperback

Fantasy

£8.99

There was a time when the Red Gods ruled the land. The Dark Lady and her horde dealt in death and 

blood and fire.

That time has long since passed and the neighbouring kingdoms of Mireces and Rilpor hold an uneasy 

truce. The only blood spilled is confined to the border where vigilantes known as Wolves protect their 

kin and territory at any cost.

But after the death of his wife, King Rastoth is plagued by grief, leaving the kingdom of Rilpor 

vulnerable.

Vulnerable to the blood-thirsty greed of the Warrior-King Liris and the Mireces army waiting in the 

mountains…

Red Clocks

Leni Zumas

9780008209827

March 08, 2018

Hardback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction (post C 1945)

£16.99

Ro, a single high-school teacher, is trying to have a baby on her own, while also writing a biography of 

Eivør, a little-known 19th-century female polar explorer. Susan is a frustrated mother of two, trapped in 

a crumbling marriage. Mattie is the adopted daughter of doting parents and one of Ro's best students, 

who finds herself pregnant with nowhere to turn. And Gin is the gifted, forest-dwelling homeopath, or 

"mender," who brings all their fates together when she's arrested and put on trial in a frenzied modern-

day witch hunt.



Little Labours

Rivka Galchen

9780008225209

March 07, 2019

A-format paperback

Memoirs

£7.99

One August day, a baby was born, or as it seemed to Rivka Galchen, a puma moved into her 

apartment. Her arrival felt supernatural, she seemed to come from another world. And suddenly, the 

world seemed ludicrously, suspiciously, adverbially sodden with meaning.

But Galchen didn’t want to write about the puma. She had never been interested in babies, or in 

mothers before. Now everything seemed directly related to them and she specifically wanted to write 

about other things because it might mean she was really, covertly, learning something about babies, or 

about being near babies.

The result is Little Labours, a slanted enchanted miscellany. Galchen writes about babies in art (with 

wrongly shaped head) and babies in literature (rarer than dogs or abortions, often monstrous); about 

the effort of taking a passport photo for a baby not yet able to hold up her head and the frightening 

prevalence of orange as today’s chic colour for baby gifts; about Frankenstein as a sort of baby and a 

baby as a sort of Godzillas. In doing so she opens up an odd and tender world of wonder.

A Middle-earth 

Traveller

John Howe

9780008226770

October 04, 2018

Hardback

Fantasy

£20.00

Middle-earth has been mapped, Bilbo’s and Frodo’s journeys plotted and measured, but Middle-earth 

remains a wilderland for all that. The roads as yet untraveled far outnumber those down which Tolkien 

had time to wander.

A Middle-Earth Traveller presents a walking tour of Tolkien’s Middle-earth, visiting not only places 

central to his stories, but also those just over the hill or beyond the horizon. Events from Tolkien’s 

books are explored – battles of the different ages that are almost part of legend by the time of The Lord 

of the Rings; lost kingdoms and ancient myths, as well as those places only hinted at: kingdoms of the 

far North and lands beyond the seas.

Sketches that have an ‘on-the-spot’ feel to them are interwoven with the artist’s observations gleaned 

from Tolkien’s books and recollections of his time spent in Middle-earth while working alongside Peter 

Jackson on the Lord of the Rings and Hobbit film trilogies. Combining concept work produced for films, 

existing Middle-earth art and many new paintings and sketches exclusive to this book, A Middle-earth 

Traveller will take the reader on a unique and unforgettable journey across Tolkien’s magical 

landscape.

HB 
COVER



Barren (Novella)

Peter V. Brett

9780008234126

March 22, 2018

Hardback

Fantasy

£12.99

A new Demon Cycle novella from internationally bestselling author Peter V. Brett

After The Great Bazaar and Brayan’s Gold and Messenger’s Legacy comes Barren, an enchanting new 

novella set in the much-loved world of the Demon Cycle series.

The City of Brass

S. A. Chakraborty

9780008239398

March 08, 2018

Hardback

Fantasy

£12.99

Among the bustling markets of eighteenth century Cairo, the city’s outcasts eke out a living swindling 

rich Ottoman nobles and foreign invaders alike.

But alongside this new world the old stories linger. Tales of djinn and spirits. Of cities hidden among the 

swirling sands of the desert, full of enchantment, desire and riches. Where magic pours down every 

street, hanging in the air like dust.

Many wish their lives could be filled with such wonder, but not Nahri. She knows the trades she uses to 

get by are just tricks and sleights of hand: there’s nothing magical about them. She only wishes to one 

day leave Cairo, but as the saying goes…

Be careful what you wish for.

COVER 
NOT 

FINAL



Entanglement

Katy Mahood

9780008245658

March 22, 2018

Hardback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction (post C 1945)

£12.99

Plunging back thirty years we watch as, unknown to them all, the lives of Stella and John, and Charlie 

and his girlfriend Beth, are pulled ever closer, an invisible thread connecting them across the decades 

and through London’s busy streets.

For Stella, becoming a young mother in the 1970s puts an end to her bright academic career in a way 

John can’t seem to understand. Meanwhile Charlie gambles all future happiness with Beth when his 

inner demons threaten to defeat him.

In rhythmic and captivating prose, Katy Mahood effortlessly interweaves the stories of these two 

families who increasingly come to define one another in the most vital and astounding ways. With this 

soaring debut, she explores the choices and encounters that make up a lifetime, reminding us just how 

closely we are all connected.

While You Sleep

Stephanie Merritt

9780008248208

March 08, 2018

Hardback

Thriller / Suspense

£12.99

It begins, they say, with a woman screaming…

On a remote Scottish island, the McBride house stands guard over its secrets. A century ago, a young 

widow and her son died mysteriously there; just last year a local boy, visiting for a dare, disappeared 

without a trace.

For Zoe Adams, newly arrived from America, the house offers a refuge from her failing marriage. But 

her peaceful retreat is disrupted by strange and disturbing events: night-time intrusions; unknown 

voices; a constant sense of being watched.

The locals want her to believe that these incidents are echoes of the McBrides' dark past. Zoe is 

convinced the danger is closer at hand, and all-too-real – but can she uncover the truth before she is 

silenced?



Emma in the Night

Wendy Walker

9780008259204

March 22, 2018

B-format paperback

Thriller / Suspense

£7.99

Two sisters go missing

Only one returns.

We believe what we want to believe. We believe what we need to believe.

When my sister and I disappeared three years ago, they found Emma’s car at the beach. Some people 

believed she had gone there to find a party or meet a friend who never showed. They believed that 

she’d gone for a swim. They believed that she’d drowned. Maybe by accident. Maybe a suicide.

Everyone believed Emma was dead.

As for me, well – it was not as simple as that.

House of Beauty

Melba Escobar, Elizabeth Bryer

9780008264239

March 08, 2018

Hardback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction (post C 1945)

£12.99

Nails, lips, brows. Wax, tweeze, thread. Full leg, half leg, bikini line. Half hour, one hour, one night. 

Massage, misogyny, murder.

Welcome to House of Beauty.

Karen will be taking care of you today.

Relax. Turn off your phone. Whatever you tell Karen will stay in this cubicle. She’ll listen to you. She 

listens to all the women she sees here.

Perhaps she’ll talk about her own life. Why is she so desperate for money? What is she so afraid of? 

And what does she know about Sabrina Gusman, the teenager who has been found dead?

Can you keep a secret?



The Atomic City Girls

Janet Beard

9780062666710

March 22, 2018
03 22 2018

Paperback / softback

£9.99

"What you see here, what you hear here, what you do here, let it stay here.“

In 1942 June Walker, enticed by a longing to help win the war, arrives in Oak Ridge, TN hoping for a 

good job, some adventure, and to help the war effort. Oak Ridge is a city built in a matter of months-a 

town of muddy roads, 24 hour cafeterias, surprise security checks, and segregated housing. Workers 

are crowded together in "hutments" and though there's fun to be had, there's a furtive purposefulness to 

the work done there. 

Unlike June, her roommate, Ceci, doesn't care about the purpose of her job as long as it gives her the 

chance to flirt and find a husband. But June begins to wonder what the mysterious machines she 

operates 12 hours a day are doing. 

Numbered

Amy Andrews, Ros Baxter

9781489237415

March 22, 2018

B-format paperback

Adult & Contemporary 

Romance

£7.99

Live every day like it was your last.

Mathematician and many-time Loser in Love Poppy Devine believes in being prepared. So when she 

discovers she has breast cancer, all she has to do is dust off the carefully numbered bucket list she 

prepared years before with her best friend Julia.

There are only two problems: Quentin, a gorgeous younger man with rock-star ambitions, wasn’t on her 

list. And Julia, who should be asking her ‘what have you got to lose?’, has come over all disapproving.

Together with Poppy’s mother Skye, they form an unlikely alliance to help Poppy realise her goals. Sky 

diving, swimming with sharks, cooking classes in Tuscany, visiting an orphanage in India are all part of 

the journey. But along the way, Poppy is forced to confront her best friend’s grief, her fraught 

relationship with her mother, and the fact that she really might be using her last available time on earth 

to make the most imperfect match of her life.



The Less You Know The 

Sounder You Sleep

Juliet Butler

9780008203795

March 08, 2018

B-format paperback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction (post C 1945)

£8.99

Dasha cannot imagine life without her sister. Masha is feisty and fearless. Dasha is gentle, quiet and 

fears everything; from the Soviet scientists who study them, to the other ‘defective’ children who bully 

them and the ‘healthies’ from whom they must be locked away.

For the twins have been born conjoined in a society where flaws must be hidden from sight and where 

their inseparability is the most terrible flaw of all.

Through the seismic shifts of Stalin’s communism to the beginnings of Putin’s democracy, Dasha and 

her irrepressible sister strive to be more than just ‘the together twins’, finding hope – and love – in the 

unlikeliest of places.

But will their quest for shared happiness always be threatened by the differences that divide them? And 

can a life lived in a sister’s shadow only ever be half a life?

A Killing Mind

Luke Delaney

9780007585762

March 08, 2018

Hardback

Crime & Mystery

£18.99

A serial killer stalks the streets…

In the darkest corners of London, a killer is on the hunt. His murders are brutal. Teeth pulled out. Nails 

pulled out. Bodies abandoned.

A detective follows his every move…

DI Sean Corrigan of the Special Investigations Unit desperately tries to use his ability to see inside the 

minds of killers before another victim is ruthlessly murdered.

A clash of dangerous minds…

Corrigan is all too willing to take deadly risks to track down his quarry, but this time the killer has set a 

trap, just for him. Will Corrigan stop the murderer in time, or is he about to become a victim himself?



PENN CAGE (6) – MISSISSIPPI 

BLOOD

GREG ILES

9780007411313

MARCH 22, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99

THE WIFE

ML ROBERTS

9780008119461

MARCH 02, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

A CENTRAL CORPS NOVEL (3) 

– BREACH OF CONTAINMENT

ELIZABETH BONESTEEL

9780008137861

MARCH 22, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£9.99

LAST LETTER FROM 

ISTANBUL

LUCY FOLEY

9780008169077

MARCH 22, 2018
HARDBACK

£14.99

PERFECT STRANGERS

A.C. KNIGHT

9780008179854

MARCH 22, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

WOLVES OF LLISÉ (3) –

BEFORE WINTER

NANCY K. WALLACE

9780008181543

MARCH 22, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£13.99

THE COTTINGLEY SECRET

HAZEL GAYNOR

9780008208158

JANUARY 25, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

TWO LITTLE GIRLS

KATE MEDINA

9780008214005

MARCH 22, 2018
HARDBACK

£14.99

HOLD MY HAND

M.J. FORD

9780008258825

MARCH 08, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

THE ECHO KILLING

CHRISTI DAUGHERTY

9780008238780

MARCH 08, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99



INDECENT

CORINNE SULLIVAN

9780008244781

MARCH 08, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

THE FLOWER SELLER

LINDA FINLAY

9780008262945

MARCH 08, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

LOVE AMONG THE 

TREETOPS

CATHERINE FERGUSON

9780008262082

MARCH 08, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

SUNSHINE AT THE COMFORT 

FOOD CAFÉ

DEBBIE JOHNSON

9780008263737

MARCH 08, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

A GRAND OLD TIME

JUDY LEIGH

9780008269197

MARCH 22, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

BEAUTIFUL DAYS

JOYCE CAROL OATES

9780062795786

MARCH 22, 2018
HARDBACK

£18.99

THE GATEKEEPER

CHARLES TODD

9780062678713

MARCH 22, 2018
HARDBACK

£16.99

THE WAR BRIDE'S 

SCRAPBOOK

CAROLINE PRESTON

9780061966927

MARCH 08, 2018
HARDBACK

£20.00

SINLESS

SARAH TARKOFF

9780062456380

MARCH 22, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

A PRINCESS IN THEORY

ALYSSA COLE

9780062685544

APRIL 05, 2018
MASS MARKET (RACK) 

PAPERBACK

£6.99



GUNPOWDER MOON

DAVID PEDREIRA

9780062676085

MARCH 22, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

THE REST OF THE ROBOTS

ISAAC ASIMOV

9780008277802

MARCH 22, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99

THE COMPLETE ROBOT

ISAAC ASIMOV

9780008277819

MARCH 22, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99

THE HUNT FOR RED 

OCTOBER

TOM CLANCY

9780008279530

MAY 31, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

BOOK 1 OF ASIANA –

MARKSWOMAN

RATI MEHROTRA

9780062564542

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

TRUE TO YOU

JENNIFER RYAN

9780062645289

APRIL 05, 2018
MASS MARKET (RACK) 

PAPERBACK

£6.99

I, ROBOT

ISAAC ASIMOV

9780008279554

MARCH 22, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£8.99

WUTHERING HEIGHTS

EMILY BRONTË

9780008280949

MARCH 22, 2018
HARDBACK

£10.00

THE OUTSIDERS’ CLUB

SETH C ADAMS

9780008280253

MARCH 22, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£12.99

THE QUEENS OF INNIS LEAR

TESSA GRATTON

9780008281878

MARCH 22, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99





In 2018 the RAF is one hundred years old. In his new book, destined to be a classic, Patrick 

Bishop examines the high point of its existence – the Second World War, when the Air Force 

saved the nation from defeat then led the advance to victory.

Air warfare was a terrible novelty of the modern age, requiring a new military outlook. From the 

beginning, the RAF’s identity set it apart from the traditional services. It was innovative, flexible 

and comparatively meritocratic, advancing the quasi-revolutionary idea that competence was 

more important than background.

The Air Force went into the war with inadequate machines, training and tactics, and the early 

phase was littered with setbacks and debacles. Then, in the summer of 1940, in full view of the 

population, Fighter Command won one of the decisive battles of the struggle. Thereafter the 

RAF was gilded with an aura of success that never tarnished, going on to make a vital 

contribution to Allied victory in all theatres.

Drawing from diaries, letters, memoirs, and interviews, Air Force Blue captures the nature of 

combat in the skies over the corrugated wastes of the Atlantic, the sands of the Western Desert 

and the jungles of Burma. It also brings to life the intensely lived dramas, romances, friendships 

and fun that were as important a part of the experience as the fighting.

AIR FORCE BLUE

March 08, 2018

B-format paperback

William Collins

Military History

£9.999780007433155

Patrick Bishop



Published to coincide with his seventieth birthday, UNMASKED is a candid memoir by the 

legendary composer of some of the most recognized musicals in history: Joseph and the 

Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat, Jesus Christ Superstar, Evita, Cats, The Phantom of the 

Opera, Sunset Boulevard and School of Rock among others.

In UNMASKED, Andrew Lloyd Webber narrates the first four decades of his life which began in 

London’s South Kensington in 1948. His parents were musicians – his father a composer and his 

mother a piano teacher of a decidedly bohemian persuasion. His other eccentric relatives 

include a grandmother who was a founding member of the Christian Communist Party and zany 

Auntie Vi, who wrote the first gay cookbook and would prove a strong influence on her talented 

nephew. He began creating musical theatre while a pupil at Westminster School, and after a 

brief tenure at Oxford University pursued the career that would make him a musical legend. The 

book culminates in the opening night of The Phantom of the Opera in 1985, which has gone on 

to become the greatest musical of all time.

UNMASKED

March 08, 2018

Hardback

HarperCollins

Biography: Arts & Entertainment

£20.009780008237592

Andrew Lloyd Webber

COVER 
NOT 

FINAL



When Simon Cooper bought an abandoned water mill that straddles a small chalkstream in 

southern England, little did he know that he would come to share the mill with a family of wild 

otters. Yet move in they did, allowing him to begin to observe them, soon immersing himself in 

their daily routines and movements. He developed an extraordinary close relationship with the 

family, which in turn gave him a unique insight into the life of these fascinating creatures.

Cooper interweaves the personal story of the female otter, Kuschta, with the natural history of 

the otter in the British Isles, only recently brought back from the brink of extinction through 

tireless conservation efforts. Following in the footsteps of Henry Williamson’s classic 1920s tale 

Tarka the Otter, readers are taken on a journey through the calendar year, learning the most 

intimate detail of this most beautiful of British mammals. Cooper brings these beloved animals to 

life in all their wondrous complexity, revealing the previously hidden secrets of their lives in this 

beautifully told tale of the otter.

THE OTTERS’ TALE

March 22, 2018

B-format paperback

William Collins

Wildlife: Mammals

£8.999780008189747

Simon Cooper



Written by award-winning Today presenter Mishal Husain, One Life will inspire, motivate, 

champion and encourage all women to reach their potential by focusing on the practical skills 

that make a difference.

Incorporating interviews with inspirational women from Martha Lane Fox to Sandi Toksvig, and 

featuring tips on how to present yourself, how to overcome self-doubt and how to plan for short 

and long-term goals, One Life will guide women of all ages towards honing the skills they need 

to survive and thrive in the modern world.

THE SKILLS

March 08, 2018

Trade paperback (UK)

Fourth Estate

Gender Studies: Women

£14.999780008220631

Mishal Husain



A celebration of authentic Middle Eastern food, Feasts from the Middle East is packed with over 

100 deliciously fresh, fragrant and flavourful dishes, inspired by the souks of Lebanon.

Whether you’re after breakfast with a twist, a quick-fix lunch, or a sumptuous spread fit for a 

gathering of your loved ones, this gorgeous cookery book, featuring vibrant food photography 

throughout, is packed with recipes you can easily make, eat and share in your own kitchen, 

lovingly created by Tony Kitous, founder of the Comptoir Libanais restaurants, and the Comptoir

chefs.

Recipes include:

• Aubergine shakshuka

• Spiced fried squid with harissa sauce

• Slow-cooked shoulder of lamb

• Chicken and chickpea stew

• Fried red mullet with crisp bread and tahina

• Stuffed peppers

FEASTS FROM THE 

MIDDLE EAST

March 08, 2018

Hardback

HQ

National & Regional Cuisine

9780008248345

Comptoir Libanais

£20.00



Five years have passed since women were exhorted to ‘Lean In’. Over that time, the world has 

transformed beyond all expectations. But why should anyone ‘lean in’ to a patriarchal system 

that is out of date? Why not change it entirely for the good of us all?

In this ambitious new book, Helena Morrissey draws on her experience as a successful City 

CEO, mother of nine, and founder of the successful 30% Club campaign to achieve more 

women on UK company boards, to set out new ways of working, living, loving and raising 

families for everyone, not just women. Arguing passionately that diversity and difference in any 

workplace is key, she shows how, together, we can work to develop smarter thinking and 

broader definitions of success. Gender equality, in her view, is not only a moral imperative but is 

essential to economic prosperity and to solving the many problems we face today.

The book sets out a bolder approach to gender equality – one that is not aimed merely at 

training a few more women in working practices that have outlived their usefulness. Those 

women (and even fewer ethnic minority, LGBTQ or disabled people) who have made it to the top 

today are the exceptions, the ones who mostly played by the rules of the existing game. Instead, 

this book sets out a way to reinvent the game – not at the expense of men but in ways that are 

right and relevant for a digital age.

A GOOD TIME TO BE A GIRL

February 08, 2018

Hardback

William Collins

Gender Studies: Women

£14.999780008241605

Helena Morrissey



The evolution of dogs and the forces that drove its amazing transformation from a fierce wild 

carnivore, the wolf, to the astonishing range of comparatively docile domesticated dogs that we 

know today.

How is it that Homo sapiens formed such a special relationship with what, on the face of it, is a 

most unlikely ally? It is more than just a story of domestication but an astonishing example of the 

co-evolution of two species, man and wolf, to each others’ mutual benefit. This co-evolution was 

a vital step in helping Homo sapiens overcome competition from other human species and to 

expand in numbers from relative obscurity on the margins towards the overwhelming numerical 

superiority and influence that we enjoy today.

The book draws on the rich scientific detail of the genomes, both dog and human, that has 

accumulated over the past two decades. In each case we see a clear pattern of the origins of 

both species, resolving questions that have puzzled scientists for centuries. Sykes explores the 

breadth of this ‘special relationship’ between man and dog.

We know that dogs descend from wolves. We know that their domesticated descendants form 

close bonds with ourselves and there are a multitude of theories to account for our compatible 

social organisations. But to a geneticist, this is nowhere near powerful enough to explain this 

most peculiar situation.

FROM WOLF TO WOOF

March 08, 2018

Hardback

William Collins

Popular Science

£20.009780008244415

Professor Bryan Sykes



Why do many spiritual communities have their first service by 4.30am and why do British 

Benedictine nuns rise at 5am, for prayers with vigils at 6am?

Through interviews with leading scientists and psychologists, as well as with night workers and 

market porters, Morning will look at what makes the early hours of the day so special.

Morning will examine different breakfast routines, and their importance for many cultures. It will 

visit yoga shalas and gyms, sharing in their morning practice. It will consider how making an 

effort to rise early once a week, or even once a fortnight, can add precious hours to our lives. 

And it will include a series of exercises, physical, psychological and spiritual, for making the most 

of the first few hours of the day.

This is Allan Jenkins’ exploration of how the light lifts, the sun rises, the birds sing (or not) at 

different times of the year. It is the story of morning: its rituals, its inhabitants and its benefits.

MORNING

March 22, 2018

Hardback

Fourth Estate

Popular Psychology

£12.999780008264345

Allan Jenkins



A few years ago, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie received a letter from a dear friend from childhood, 

asking her how to raise her baby girl as a feminist. Dear Ijeawele is Adichie's letter of response.

Here are fifteen invaluable suggestions–compelling, direct, wryly funny, and perceptive–for how 

to empower a daughter to become a strong, independent woman. From encouraging her to 

choose a helicopter, and not only a doll, as a toy if she so desires; having open conversations 

with her about clothes, makeup, and sexuality; debunking the myth that women are somehow 

biologically arranged to be in the kitchen making dinner, and that men can "allow" women to 

have full careers, Dear Ijeawele goes right to the heart of sexual politics in the twenty-first 

century. It will start a new and urgently needed conversation about what it really means to be a 

woman today.

DEAR IJEAWELE, OR A FEMINIST 

MANIFESTO IN FIFTEEN SUGGESTIONS

March 08, 2018

Paperback / softback

Fourth Estate

Literary Essays

£5.009780008275709

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie



Joan Didion has always kept notebooks: of overheard dialogue, observations, interviews, drafts 

of essays and articles

Here is one such draft that traces a road trip she took with her husband, John Gregory Dunne, in 

June 1970, through Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama. She interviews prominent local figures, 

describes motels, diners, a deserted reptile farm, a visit with Walker Percy, a ladies' brunch at 

the Mississippi Broadcasters' Convention. She writes about the stifling heat, the almost viscous 

pace of life, the sulfurous light, and the preoccupation with race, class, and heritage she finds in 

the small towns they pass through.

And from a different notebook: the "California Notes" that began as an assignment from Rolling 

Stone on the Patty Hearst trial of 1976. Though Didion never wrote the piece, watching the trial 

and being in San Francisco triggered thoughts about the city, its social hierarchy, the Hearsts, 

and her own upbringing in Sacramento. Here, too, is the beginning of her thinking about the 

West, its landscape, the western women who were heroic for her, and her own lineage.

SOUTH AND WEST

January 02, 2018

B-format paperback

Fourth Estate

Literary Essays

£8.999780008257200

Joan Didion



The Saboteur

Paul Kix

9780007553808

March 08, 2018

Hardback

True Stories Of Heroism, 

Endurance & Survival

£20.00

A scion of one of the most aristocratic families in France, Robert de La Rochefoucauld was raised in 

magnificent chateaux and educated in Europe's finest schools. When the Nazis invaded and 

imprisoned his father, La Rochefoucauld escaped to England and learned the dark arts of anarchy and 

combat – cracking safes and planting bombs and killing with his bare hands – from the officers of 

Special Operations Executive, the collection of British spies, beloved by Winston Churchill, who altered 

the war in Europe with tactics that earned it notoriety as the ‘Ministry of Ungentlemanly Warfare.’ With 

his newfound skills, La Rochefoucauld returned to France and organized Resistance cells, blew up 

fortified compounds and munitions factories, interfered with Germans’ wartime missions, and executed 

Nazi officers. Caught by the Germans, La Rochefoucauld withstood months of torture without cracking, 

and escaped his own death, not once but twice.

In God’s Hands

Pope St John Paul II

9780008101077

March 22, 2018

B-format paperback

Diaries, Letters & Journals

£10.99

The spiritual diaries of Pope St John Paul II – published for the first time ever in English. The most 

intimate insight into the longest-serving pontiff of our time.

Ten years after his death, the popularity and devotion towards John Paul II, the pope who helped bring 

down communism in his native Poland, the great statesman, and the most-travelled pope in history, 

remains as strong as ever.

Since his early years as a priest in the 1960s, up until 2003, two years before his death, the pope kept a 

spiritual diary, recording his reflections on God, life, spirituality, the problems facing the church – and 

his own struggles.



George

Sean Smith

9780008155643

March 22, 2018

B-format paperback

Biography: Arts & 

Entertainment

£8.99

George is the story of two lives – the private man and the public legend.

Georgios Panayiotou was just eighteen when he decided to adopt the stage name of George Michael. 

Sometimes his two worlds would collide with shattering consequences.

Bestselling biographer Sean Smith has gone back to the neighbourhoods of North London to trace the 

astonishing journey of a sensitive but determined boy who grew up to be one of the biggest British pop 

stars of all time.

Along the way, he talks to those close to George, revealing the real man – funny, articulate, intelligent 

and generous spirited – who hid behind the powerful image he created.

Inferior

Angela Saini

9780008172039

March 08, 2018

B-format paperback

Evolution

£9.99

From intelligence to emotion, for centuries science has told us that men and women are fundamentally 

different. But this is not the whole story.

Shedding light on controversial research and investigating the ferocious gender wars in biology, 

psychology and anthropology, Angela Saini takes readers on an eye-opening journey to uncover how 

women are being rediscovered. She explores what these revelations mean for us as individuals and as 

a society, revealing an alternative view of science in which women are included, rather than excluded.

COVER 
NOT 

FINAL



More Power

Hugh Matheson, Christopher 

Dodd

9780008217808

March 22, 2018
03 22 2018

Hardback

Biography: Sport

£20.00

Jürgen Gröbler’s Olympic coaching career is one of legend, yet the man himself has remained 

resolutely out of the spotlight. Over the last twenty years he has masterminded British Rowing’s 

incomparable success. And when the difference between gold and silver can mean mere fractions of a 

second, Jürgen Gröbler, and his more power mantra, has achieved gloriously consistent victory. 

Arguably the greatest coach in British sporting history, Gröbler’s unparalleled record ranks him above 

national heroes such as Sir Alex Ferguson and Dave Brailsford, building champions such as Sir Steve 

Redgrave, Sir Matthew Pinsent and James Cracknell.

This authoritative account of Gröbler’s career straddles the Iron Curtain, beginning in the German 

Democratic Republic, where systemic state-funded doping was an open secret, before crossing to 

Britain following the fall of the Berlin Wall. And whilst culture and sport have shifted dramatically over 

the last half century, Gröbler’s pursuit of greatness has never faltered.

Written by Olympic medallist, Hugh Matheson, and rowing historian, Christopher Dodd, More Power is 

the unmissable story of one man’s quest for glory, and sets out to unlock the secrets of Jürgen Gröbler: 

the finest coach Olympic sport has ever seen.

Protestants

Alec Ryrie

9780008210007

March 22, 2018

B-format paperback

General & World History

£9.99

Five hundred years ago Protestant Christianity began with one stubborn monk. Today, it includes a 

billion people across the globe. The upheaval Martin Luther triggered inspired one of the most creative 

and destructive movements in human history.

Protestants is the story of the men and women who made and remade this quarrelsome faith. Fired by 

life-changing encounters with their God, they set out for every corner of the world, demanded alarming 

new freedoms and experimented in new systems of government. Inspired by their newly accessible 

Bibles, they transformed their inner lives, a transformation that spilled over into social upheavals and 

political revolutions.

In the process, they have played decisive roles on both sides of the great ideological battles of modern 

times. Protestants have been both for and against liberalism, imperialism, slavery, Nazism, 

communism, apartheid and women’s rights. Yet beneath it all is a shared passion for God, a vital belief 

in the principle of self-determination and a readiness to fight for their beliefs.



The Duchess

Penny Junor

9780008211035

March 08, 2018

B-format paperback

Biography: Royalty

£9.99

The relationship between Charles, Prince of Wales and Camilla, Duchess of Cornwall, is one of the 

most remarkable love stories of the age. It has endured against all the odds, and in the process nearly 

destroyed the British monarchy. It is a rich and remarkable story that has never been properly told –

indeed, it is one of the most extraordinary, star-crossed love stories of the past fifty years.

Get It Done

Bradley Simmonds

9780008222727

March 22, 2018

Paperback / softback

Exercise & Workout Books

£16.99

In his first book, personal trainer to the stars and Instagram sensation Bradley Simmonds reveals how 

to get the body of your dreams, and keep it.

Do you want to shred fat, get lean, tone up, be stronger, stabilise your core and access calm and 

focus? Now you can, with Bradley’s specially tailored food and workout plan.

A method seamlessly blending HIIT, body weight exercises, TRX and weight training with delicious, 

filling, wholesome meals to nourish your body and quiet your mind, Bradley’s uncompromising, inspiring 

approach means you’ll thank him, and yourself, later.



Size Zero

Victoire Dauxerre

9780008220525

March 08, 2018

B-format paperback

Memoirs

£9.99

Scouted in the street when she was 17, Victoire Dauxerre’s story started like a teenager’s dream: within 

months she was on the catwalks of New York’s major fashion shows. But when fashion executives and 

photographers began to pressure her about her weight, forcing her to become ever thinner, Victoire’s 

fantasy came at a cost.

An unflinching, painful expose of the uglier face of fashion, her testimony is a shocking example of how 

our culture’s mechanisms of anorexia and bulimia can push a young woman to the point of suicide. It is 

the story of a survivor whose fight against poisonous illness and body image shows us how to take 

courage and embrace life.

Edge

Ben Lyttleton

9780008226398

March 08, 2018

B-format paperback

Business Strategy

£9.99

These three simple questions, which are fundamental to the running of any successful business, take 

Ben Lyttleton on a fascinating journey to some of the world’s top football clubs to discover the 

innovative new methods of developing and maximising talent.

Football is the most hot-housed, intense, financially-profitable talent factory on the planet. It’s time we 

woke up to the lessons it can provide. Elite football clubs across Europe are identifying new ways to 

measure intangible skills ‘above the shoulder’, such as teamwork, adaptability, decision-making, 

resilience and creativity. These clubs have revealed how they get an edge. And you can do the same.

HB 
COVER

HB 
COVER



Other Minds

Peter Godfrey-Smith

9780008226299

March 08, 2018

B-format paperback

Marine Biology

£9.99

In Other Minds, Peter Godfrey-Smith, a distinguished philosopher of science and a skilled scuba diver, 

tells a bold new story of how nature became aware of itself – a story that largely occurs in the ocean, 

where animals first appeared.

Tracking the mind’s fitful development from unruly clumps of seaborne cells to the first evolved nervous 

systems in ancient relatives of jellyfish, he explores the incredible evolutionary journey of the 

cephalopods, which began as inconspicuous molluscs who would later abandon their shells to rise 

above the ocean floor, searching for prey and acquiring the greater intelligence needed to do so – a 

journey completely independent from the route that mammals and birds would later take.

But what kind of intelligence do cephalopods possess? How did the octopus, a solitary creature with 

little social life, become so smart? What is it like to have eight tentacles that are so packed with neurons 

that they virtually ‘think for themselves’? By tracing the question of inner life back to its roots and 

comparing human beings with our most remarkable animal relatives, Godfrey-Smith casts crucial new 

light on the octopus mind – and on our own.

Rogan

Simon Rogan

9780008232726

September 06, 2018

Hardback

£25.00

Throughout the culinary world, Simon is revered. He is the chef and owner of L’Enclume, the 2 Michelin 

star restaurant in Cumbria that famously starred in Steve Coogan and Rob Brydon’s film, The Trip and 

has won Best Restaurant OFM Awards and The Good Food Guide’s Best Restaurant for the past 4 

years. He was a winner on BBC2s Great British Menu and a mentor on MasterChef. There is also 

Rogan & Company, Aulis a research kitchen and 2 more restaurants coming up in London. Renowned 

for the clarity of ethos he brings to his different restaurants, as well as a brilliant reputation for artistry, 

innovation and excellence, his talent and vision shine through.

Simon’s book showcases recipes that use beautiful ingredients, but ones that are accessible to people 

everywhere. Combined with vibrant recipe pictures alongside photography capturing the life and 

landscapes of his farm in Cumbria, where his two Michelin star restaurant L’Enclume is based. 

Breaking the boundaries of how people use their ingredients and cook their food, this will become the 

cookery book of the year.



This Fight is Our Fight

Elizabeth Warren

9780008254575

March 08, 2018

B-format paperback

Politics & Government

£10.99

Senator Elizabeth Warren has long been an outspoken champion of working people, and by the time 

the people of Massachusetts elected her in 2012, she had become one of the country’s leading 

progressive voices. Now, at a perilous moment for our nation, she has written a book that is at once an 

illuminating account of how, after the wreckage of the great depression, a society was built that offered 

opportunity, a scathing indictment of those who have spent the past thirty-five years undermining 

working families, and a rousing call to action.

Warren grew up in Oklahoma, and she’s never forgotten how difficult it was for her mother and father to 

hold on at the ragged edge of the lower middle class. An educational system that offered opportunities 

for all made it possible for her to achieve her dream of going to college, becoming a teacher, and, later, 

attending law school. But now, for many, these kinds of opportunities are gone, and a government that 

once looked out for working families is instead captive to the rich and powerful.

Allergy-Free Kids

Robin Nixon Pompa

9780062440709

April 05, 2018
04 05 2018

Paperback / softback

£12.99

Allergy-Free Kids includes a concise, easy-to-understand overview of the research, as well as seventy 

simple and delicious kid-friendly recipes to help parents integrate unfamiliar allergen foods into a child’s 

diet. Organized by allergen, Allergy-Free Kids contains sections on eggs, peanuts and tree nuts, dairy, 

sesame, wheat, and fish. It also discusses other foods, such as kiwi and soy, which have increasingly 

been causing allergic reactions. The book includes feeding advice and maintenance doses, followed by 

recipes suitable for babies, toddlers, and preschoolers, such as Open Sesame Sweet Potato Puree, 

Nut Flour Crackers, and Eggs Pretending to Be Muffins.

HB 
COVER



The Trump Leaks

The Editors of the Onion

9780062834263

March 08, 2018

Hardback

Humour

£25.00

Another leaked memo from Betsy DeVos to the Department of Education staff, marked urgent: “Our 

nation’s children are facing a grave and growing threat to their education, one that is nationwide in 

scope and is all but impossible for students to avoid: the rampant drawing of dongs in textbooks.”

These are among hundreds of deliciously funny “leaks” collected in The Trump Leaks. The “leaks” 

range from a string of e-mails between the President and Boeing’s C.E.O., about Trump’s desired 

upgrades—marble everything—to Air Force One, three of the President’s idiosyncratic daily briefings, 

written on children’s placemats, and the correspondence of everyone from Jared Kushner to Sean 

Spicer to Steve Bannon. Out in time for the holidays, The Trump Leaks will be the gift for everyone on 

your list who needs to laugh through the pain of the current administration.

Epitaph for the Ash

Lisa Samson

9780007544615

March 22, 2018

Hardback

History: Specific Events & 

Topics

£12.99

Inspired by her uncle, Lisa Samson has communed with trees since her childhood. Tragically, a 

disease from mainland Europe now poses a very serious threat to the ash tree’s survival. Epitaph for 

the Ash explores how barren our landscape could become without the ash’s familiar branches 

protruding from limestone scars and chalky cliff faces.

The trees’ grave prognosis takes on a personal resonance when, in the course of writing this book, Lisa 

is diagnosed with a brain tumour. While she receives treatment, and learns to walk and talk again, Lisa 

finds solace once more in the natural world. She continues to research her beloved forests, which once 

sheltered a wealth of flora and fauna, seeking out the possibilities that modern science might provide 

for their survival.

PREVIOUS 
TITLE



GOOD NEWS GOSPELS (1) –

MATTHEW’S GOSPEL

9780007193479

FEBRUARY 07, 2005
MULTIPLE COPY PACK

£15.00

GOOD NEWS GOSPELS (4) –

JOHN’S GOSPEL

ANNIE VALLOTTON

9780007193493

FEBRUARY 07, 2005
MULTIPLE COPY PACK

£15.00

GOOD NEWS GOSPELS (2) –

MARK’S GOSPEL

9780007193509

FEBRUARY 07, 2005
MULTIPLE COPY PACK

£15.00

SIT DOWN, BE QUIET

MICHAEL JAMES WONG, THE 

BOYS OF YOGA

9780008249656

MARCH 08, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (UK)

£14.99

MIND TIME

MICHAEL CHASKALSON, DR 

MEGAN REITZ

9780008252809

MARCH 22, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (UK)

£12.99

EMPORIUM OF COLOUR AND 

DELIGHT

SAMI SPARROW

9781460751824

MARCH 22, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

WOMEN

CHLOE CALDWELL

9780008254919

MARCH 08, 2018
HARDBACK

£10.00

COLLINS FIELD GUIDE TO NEW 

ZEALAND WILDLIFE

TERRENCE LINDSEY, ROD 

MORRIS

9781869508814

MARCH 22, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£12.99

A NEW MODEL

ASHLEY GRAHAM, REBECCA 

PALEY

9780062667953

MARCH 22, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

ADRENAL THYROID 

REVOLUTION

AVIVA ROMM, M.D.

9780062476357

MARCH 22, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£12.99



WHEN YOU FIND OUT THE 

WORLD IS AGAINST YOU

KELLY OXFORD

9780062322784

MARCH 22, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

MEMBER OF THE FAMILY

DIANNE LAKE

9780008274764

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

CAN IT HAPPEN HERE?

CASS R. SUNSTEIN

9780062696199

MARCH 22, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£11.99

CHANGE YOUR SCHEDULE, CHANGE 

YOUR LIFE

DR. SUHAS KSHIRSAGAR, MICHELLE 

D. SEATON, DEEPAK CHOPRA

9780062684851

FEBRUARY 22, 2018
HARDBACK

£20.00

DIRTY GENES

BEN LYNCH

9780062698148

MARCH 08, 2018
HARDBACK

£20.00

I GOT THIS

LAURIE HERNANDEZ

9780062677327

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£6.99

ICEBERGS & GLACIERS

SEYMOUR SIMON

9780062470386

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£6.99

ONE HALF FROM THE EAST

NADIA HASHIMI

9780062421913

MARCH 22, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£5.99

THE CANDIDA CURE

ANN BOROCH

9780062671257

MARCH 22, 2018
HARDBACK

£20.00

THE COMPLETE AROMATHERAPY 

& ESSENTIAL OILS SOURCEBOOK

JULIA LAWLESS

9780008281465

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£25.00



THE FAITH OF DONALD J. 

TRUMP

DAVID BRODY, SCOTT LAMB

9780062749581

MARCH 08, 2018
HARDBACK

£20.00

FINDING THE EDGE

KAREN CHEN, KRISTI 

YAMAGUCHI

9780062822680

JANUARY 25, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99

UNBOUND

STEPH JAGGER

9780062418111

MARCH 22, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

WHEN MONTEZUMA MET 

CORTES

MATTHEW RESTALL

9780062427267

MARCH 08, 2018
HARDBACK

£25.00

CREATIVITY RULES

TINA SEELIG

9780062301314

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

DEVIL IN THE GROVE

GILBERT KING

9780062692320

MARCH 22, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

STEALING FIRE

STEVEN KOTLER, JAMIE 

WHEAL

9780062429667

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

THE ANGEL

URI BAR-JOSEPH

9780062420138

MARCH 22, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

NEW TESTAMENT (GOOD 

NEWS BIBLE TRANSLATION)

COLLINS GOOD NEWS BIBLES

9780007201136

MARCH 08, 2018
A-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

GOOD NEWS GOSPELS (3) –

LUKE’S GOSPEL

ANNIE VALLOTTON

9780007193486

FEBRUARY 07, 2005
MULTIPLE COPY PACK

£15.00



HIPPIE FOOD

JONATHAN KAUFFMAN

9780062437303

MARCH 08, 2018
HARDBACK

£20.00

TRAFFICKED GIRL

ZOE PATTERSON, JANE 

SMITH

9780008148041

MARCH 22, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99





COLLINS WORLD ATLAS: 

ESSENTIAL EDITION

COLLINS MAPS

9780008270377

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

IRELAND THE BEST

JOHN MCKENNA, SALLY 

MCKENNA

9780008248819

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£15.99

COLLINS COBUILD 

ADVANCED LEARNER’S 

DICTIONARY

9780008253219

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£29.99

COLLINS COBUILD INTERMEDIATE 

LEARNER’S DICTIONARY

COLLINS UK

9780008253202

MARCH 02, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£22.99

COLLINS COBUILD PRIMARY 

LEARNER’S DICTIONARY

COLLINS UK

9780008253196

MARCH 02, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£12.99

THE TIMES GREAT IRISH 

LIVES

TIMES UK

9780008262655

MARCH 08, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£9.99





CAMBRIDGE IGCSE® GEOGRAPHY 

REVISION GUIDE

LETTS CAMBRIDGE IGCSE

9780008210359

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

THE SHANGHAI MATHS PROJECT YEAR 5 

LEARNING

LAURA CLARKE, CAROLINE CLISSOLD, 

LINDA GLITHRO, CHERRI MOSELEY, PAUL 

WRANGLES, AMANDA SIMPSON

9780008225995

MARCH 05, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£5.00

THE SHANGHAI MATHS PROJECT 

TEACHER’S GUIDE 5B

AMANDA SIMPSON

9780008226053

MARCH 05, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£100.0

0

THE SHANGHAI MATHS PROJECT 

PRACTICE BOOK 5A

PROFESSOR LIANGHUO FAN

9780008226152

MARCH 05, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£3.99

THE SHANGHAI MATHS PROJECT 

PRACTICE BOOK 5B

AMANDA SIMPSON

9780008226169

MARCH 05, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£3.99

EAL SUPPORT

9780008226732

APRIL 04, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£50.00

THE SHANGHAI MATHS PROJECT 

YEAR 4 HOMEWORK GUIDE

PAUL BROADBENT, PROFESSOR 

LIANGHUO FAN

9780008241421

MARCH 01, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£50.00

AQA A-LEVEL SOCIOLOGY 

THEMES AND PERSPECTIVES

MICHAEL HARALAMBOS

9780008242770

FEBRUARY 27, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£24.99

AQA A-LEVEL SOCIOLOGY 

THEMES AND PERSPECTIVES

MICHAEL HARALAMBOS, MARTIN 

HOLBORN, MATT TIMSON

9780008242787

APRIL 27, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£24.99

CAMBRIDGE IGCSE GEOGRAPHY 

TEACHER GUIDE

JOHN BELFIELD, ALAN PARKINSON, 

ALISON RAE, JOHN RUTTER

9780008260163

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK



CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL 

EXAMINATIONS – CAMBRIDGE IGCSE® 

ECONOMICS STUDENT’S BOOK

JAMES BEERE, KAREN BORRINGTON, 

CLIVE RICHES

9780008254094

MARCH 15, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£22.99

CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL 

EXAMINATIONS – CAMBRIDGE IGCSE® 

ECONOMICS TEACHER’S GUIDE

NEIL BUCHANAN, CLIVE RICHES, IAN 

ROWBORY

9780008254100

MARCH 15, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£100.00

CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL 

EXAMINATIONS – CAMBRIDGE 

IGCSE® ACCOUNTING STUDENT’S 

BOOK

DAVID HORNER, LEANNA OLIVER

9780008254117

MARCH 15, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£22.99

CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL 

EXAMINATIONS – CAMBRIDGE 

IGCSE® ACCOUNTING 

WORKBOOK

DAVID HORNER, LEANNA OLIVER

9780008254124

MARCH 15, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL 

EXAMINATIONS – CAMBRIDGE 

IGCSE® ACCOUNTING TEACHER’S 

GUIDE

DAVID HORNER, LEANNA OLIVER

9780008254131

MARCH 15, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£100.00

CAMBRIDGE LOWER SECONDARY 

SCIENCE – STUDENT’S BOOK: STAGE 

7

MARK LEVESLEY, CHRIS MEUNIER, 

FRAN EARDLEY, GEMMA YOUNG

9780008254650

MARCH 15, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£15.99

CAMBRIDGE LOWER SECONDARY 

SCIENCE – STUDENT’S BOOK: STAGE 

8

BEVERLY RICKWOOD, GEMMA 

YOUNG, MARK LEVESLEY, LUCY 

HAWKINS, STUART LLOYD

9780008254667

MARCH 15, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£15.99

CAMBRIDGE LOWER SECONDARY 

SCIENCE – STUDENT’S BOOK: STAGE 

9

LUCY HAWKINS, FRAN EARDLEY, 

STUART LLOYD, GEMMA YOUNG, 

SHEILA TARPEY

9780008254674

MARCH 15, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£15.99

CAMBRIDGE LOWER SECONDARY 

SCIENCE – TEACHER’S GUIDE: STAGE 

7

MARK LEVESLEY, CHRIS MEUNIER, 

FRAN EARDLEY, LOUISE SMILES, 

GEMMA YOUNG

9780008254681

MARCH 15, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£50.00

CAMBRIDGE LOWER SECONDARY SCIENCE 

– TEACHER’S GUIDE: STAGE 8

BEVERLY RICKWOOD, GEMMA YOUNG, 

LUCY HAWKINS, MARK LEVESLEY, STUART 

LLOYD, LOUISE SMILES

9780008254698

MARCH 15, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£50.00



CAMBRIDGE LOWER SECONDARY 

SCIENCE – TEACHER’S GUIDE: STAGE 

9

LUCY HAWKINS, FRAN EARDLEY, 

STUART LLOYD, GEMMA YOUNG, 

SHEILA TARPEY

9780008254704

MARCH 15, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£50.00

CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL 

EXAMINATIONS – CAMBRIDGE IGCSE® 

ADDITIONAL MATHS STUDENT’S BOOK

SU NICHOLSON, PETER RANSOM, CAROL 

ROBERTS, TREVOR SENIOR, BRIAN SPEED, 

COLIN STOBART

9780008257828

MARCH 19, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£24.99

CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL 

EXAMINATIONS – CAMBRIDGE IGCSE® 

ADDITIONAL MATHS TEACHER’S GUIDE

DAVID BIRD, SU NICHOLSON, CLAIRE 

POWIS, PETER RANSOM, CAROL ROBERTS, 

BRIAN SPEED

9780008257835

MARCH 19, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£100.0

0

CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL 

EXAMINATIONS – CAMBRIDGE IGCSE® 

MATHS STUDENT’S BOOK

CHRIS PEARCE

9780008257798

MARCH 14, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£25.99

CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL 

EXAMINATIONS – CAMBRIDGE IGCSE® 

MATHS TEACHER’S GUIDE

CHRIS PEARCE

9780008257804

MARCH 14, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£100.00

CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL 

EXAMINATIONS – CAMBRIDGE IGCSE® 

BUSINESS STUDIES STUDENT’S BOOK

COLLINS UK

9780008258054

MARCH 22, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£23.99

CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL 

EXAMINATIONS – CAMBRIDGE IGCSE® 

BUSINESS STUDIES TEACHER’S 

GUIDE

DENRY MACHIN, JAMES BEERE, 

ANDREW DEAN, MARK GARDINER

9780008258061

MARCH 22, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£100.00

LETTS CAMBRIDGE IGCSE® –

CAMBRIDGE IGCSE® ECONOMICS 

REVISION GUIDE

LETTS CAMBRIDGE IGCSE

9780008260132

MARCH 01, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

LETTS CAMBRIDGE IGCSE® –

CAMBRIDGE IGCSE® BUSINESS 

STUDIES REVISION GUIDE

LETTS CAMBRIDGE IGCSE

9780008260149

MARCH 01, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

COLLINS CAMBRIDGE IGCSE –

CAMBRIDGE IGCSE GEOGRAPHY 

STUDENT BOOK

JOHN BELFIELD, JACK GILLETT, MEG 

GILLETT, JOHN RUTTER

9780008260156

MARCH 08, 2018
03 01 2018

PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£23.99



BUSY ANT MATHS – PROBLEM 

SOLVING AND REASONING 

PUPIL BOOK 5

PETER CLARKE

9780008260507

MARCH 09, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£5.00

CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL 

EXAMINATIONS – CAMBRIDGE 

IGCSE® LITERATURE IN ENGLISH 

STUDENT’S BOOK

MIKE GOULD

9780008262037

MARCH 22, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£21.99

CFE THIRD LEVEL MATHS 

PRACTICE QUESTION BOOK

CRAIG LOWTHER, IAN MACANDIE, 

LECKIE AND LECKIE

9780008263546

MARCH 15, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

AQA GCSE (9-1) SOCIOLOGY –

AQA GCSE 9-1 SOCIOLOGY EXAM 

PRACTICE PAPERS

SIMON ADDISON, KELLY 

BANBURY, JOHN HARVEY

9780008264765

MARCH 15, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£100.00

LETTS A-LEVEL REVISION 

SUCCESS – A-LEVEL MATHS 

YEAR 1 (AND AS) IN A WEEK

LETTS A-LEVEL

9780008276034

MARCH 15, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

LETTS A-LEVEL REVISION 

SUCCESS – A-LEVEL MATHS 

YEAR 2 IN A WEEK

LETTS A-LEVEL

9780008276089

MARCH 15, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

LETTS GCSE 9-1 REVISION 

SUCCESS – GCSE BIOLOGY IN 

A WEEK

LETTS GCSE

9780008276041

MARCH 15, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

LETTS GCSE 9-1 REVISION 

SUCCESS – GCSE CHEMISTRY 

IN A WEEK

LETTS GCSE

9780008276058

MARCH 15, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

LETTS GCSE 9-1 REVISION 

SUCCESS – GCSE PHYSICS IN 

A WEEK

LETTS GCSE

9780008276065

MARCH 15, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

LETTS GCSE 9-1 REVISION 

SUCCESS – GCSE COMBINED 

SCIENCE IN A WEEK

LETTS GCSE

9780008276072

MARCH 15, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99



SHANGHAI MATHS – THE 

SHANGHAI MATHS PROJECT 

TEACHER’S GUIDE YEAR 5A

PAUL HODGE, NICOLA PALIN, 

PAUL WRANGLES

9780008197230

MARCH 05, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£100.00

LETTS IGCSE REVISION SUCCESS 

– CAMBRIDGE IGCSE® MATHS 

REVISION GUIDE

LETTS CAMBRIDGE IGCSE

9780008210342

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

LETTS IGCSE REVISION SUCCESS 

– CAMBRIDGE IGCSE® ENGLISH 

REVISION GUIDE

LETTS CAMBRIDGE IGCSE

9780008210366

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99





HOLY BIBLE

THOMAS NELSON

9780785218029

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£3.99

HOLY BIBLE

THOMAS NELSON

9780785218012

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£3.99

PARTY OF ONE

JOY BETH SMITH

9780718094058

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

GIRL, WASH YOUR FACE

RACHEL HOLLIS

9781400201655

MARCH 08, 2018
WITH DUST JACKET

£16.99

THE LOST CASTLE

KRISTY CAMBRON

9780718095468

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

WORDS FROM THE HEART

KATHLEEN FULLER

9780718082567

MARCH 22, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

THE MAN HE NEVER WAS

JAMES L. RUBART

9780718099398

MARCH 22, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

NKJV, DELUXE READER'S 

BIBLE

THOMAS NELSON

9780785216070

MARCH 22, 2018
WITH RIBBON MARKER(S)

£25.00

NKJV, DELUXE READER'S 

BIBLE

THOMAS NELSON

9780785216124

MARCH 22, 2018
WITH RIBBON MARKER(S)

£25.00

NKJV, DELUXE READER'S 

BIBLE

THOMAS NELSON

9780785216100

MARCH 22, 2018
WITH RIBBON MARKER(S)

£35.00



LIFE WITHOUT LACK

DALLAS WILLARD

9780718091842

MARCH 22, 2018
HARDBACK

£16.99

LEAD LIKE A SHEPHERD

LARRY OSBORNE

9780718096410

MARCH 22, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

HOLY BIBLE

THOMAS NELSON

9780785218005

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£3.99





POS



What do you do when a bug just won’t buzz off?! A beautiful new picture book from the 

author/illustrator of Marshall Armstrong is New to Our School.

When a little bug looks for safety on a little girl’s arm and won’t let go, she moves from 

annoyance to affection in this stylishly atmospheric and quietly unforgettable tale from the author 

of ‘Marshall Armstrong is New to Our School’ and ‘The Frank Show’.

A modern-day fable about being a friend and the contentment that can come your way when you 

choose to be kind makes this an important book for today’s new generation. Perfect for ages four 

and up.

THERE’S A BUG ON MY 

ARM THAT WON’T LET GO

March 08, 2018

Paperback / softback

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

Picture Books

9780007463114

David Mackintosh

£6.99



The alphabet is gloriously brought to life by international best-selling picture book creator, Oliver 

Jeffers. This beautiful paperback edition is based on Once Upon an Alphabet which won the CBI 

Book of the Year Award.

From an astronaut afraid of heights, to dynamic detectives the Owl and the Octopus, by way of 

some rusting robots, you will find within this book a short story inspired by every letter of the 

alphabet.

By turns funny, sad, mischievous and surprising, these entertaining mini-tales are accompanied 

by Jeffers’ witty and inviting illustrations.

AN ALPHABET OF 

STORIES

March 08, 2018

Paperback / softback

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

Picture Books

£7.999780007514298

Oliver Jeffers

COVER 
NOT 

FINAL



A stunning new classic from master storyteller Michael Morpurgo for readers of 9+, in the vein of 

PRIVATE PEACEFUL and THE BUTTERFLY LION

This is a landmark new novel form the nation’s favourite storyteller, set in the unique landscape 

of the Camargue in the South of France during WW2. There, a young autistic boy lives on his 

parents’ farm among the salt flats, and the flamingos that live there. There are lots of things he 

doesn’t understand: but he does know how to heal animals. He loves routine, and music too: and 

every week he goes to market with his mother, to ride his special horse on the town carousel.

But then the Germans come, with their guns, and take the town. A soldier shoots a flamingo 

from the sky, and it falls to earth terribly injured. And even worse is to come: the carousel is 

damaged, the horses broken. For this vulnerable boy, everything is falling apart.

UNTITLED MORPURGO 3

March 08, 2018

Hardback

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

General Fiction (Children's / Teenage)

£12.999780008134631

Michael Morpurgo

POS AVAILABLE!

Standee, bunting (backlist),

poster, chapter sampler

9780007970162



The book is timed to coincide with the two upcoming major motion pictures; one from Universal 

directed by Rebecca Thomas and starring Chloe Grace Moretz as the little mermaid and the 

second from Disney. Both are set to release in 2018. 

Originally published in 1837, Hans Christian Andersen's timeless collection of fairytales has 

captured the hearts of generations of readers as a timeless masterpiece. Since then the exciting 

stories of the Little Mermaid, Thumbelina, Princess and the Pea and more continue to remain 

popular children's stories. The fifth in Harper Design's series of deluxe reimagined children's 

classics, this new unabridged gift edition takes readers on a captivating journey through thirteen 

different short stories all conceived by Hans Christian Andersen with specially commissioned 

artwork and several exclusive interactive features including: 

-A dial with six mermaids 

-Duckling turning into a swan

-Mattresses that pull away to reveal a pea

-The Snow Queen's palace

THE LITTLE MERMAID AND 

OTHER FAIRY TALES

March 22, 2018

Hardback 

HarperDesign

Fairy Tales

£20.009780062692597

Hans Christian Andersen



A stunningly illustrated picture book full of mystery and suspense, from the bestselling author of 

THE STORM WHALE and GRANDAD’S ISLAND.

“I know when the Grotlyn’s been

Slipping through your house unseen…”

What is the mysterious Grotlyn? What sort of creature could it be, scuttling across the town, 

frightening everyone in its path? And why has it stolen PC Vickers’ knickers?!

A beautifully illustrated rhyming tale about things that go bump in the night for ages four and up, 

from picture book superstar, Benji Davies, winner of Oscar’s First Book Prize 2014 and 

Sainsbury’s Children’s Book of the Year 2015. Perfect for fans of Oliver Jeffers and Jon Klassen.

THE GROTLYN

March 22, 2018

Paperback / softback

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

Picture Storybooks

£6.999780008212766

Benji Davies

COVER 
NOT 

FINAL

POS AVAILABLE!

Mobile, poster

9780007970155



Richard Scarry’s classic has been a favourite with children the world over for 50 years. Share the 

magic of Scarry’s Busytown with this beautiful anniversary collector’s edition.

This beautiful special edition celebrates the 50th anniversary of a beloved Scarry classic. Packed 

with things to spot on every page, What Do People Do All Day? is beautiful, fun and a favourite

with children of all ages.

Everyone is busy in Busytown – from train drivers to doctors, from mothers to sailors, in police 

stations and on fire engines. Follow lots of busy people working through their busy days!

Captain Salty and his crew are getting ready to go on a voyage; Doctor Lion is busy at the 

hospital; Sergeant Murphy is working hard to keep things safe and peaceful; and engineers are 

building new roads. Packed full of activity and funny details to discover, this celebration of 

Busytown and its inhabitants will keep curious minds occupied for hours on end! Perfect for ages 

3 and up.

WHAT DO PEOPLE DO ALL 

DAY?

March 08, 2018

Paperback / softback

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

Picture Books

£6.999780008272104

Richard Scarry

COVER 
NOT 

FINAL



Meet Rory Branagan: nine-year-old boy, younger brother, dog walker, boggle champion and 

ACTUALLY a detective, in this hilarious and moving new comedy-crime series for all 8+ readers.

Hello. I am Rory Branagan. I am actually a detective.

People always say, ‘How do you become a detective?’

And I say, ‘Ahhhh… you don’t just FIND YOURSELF suddenly sneaking up on baddies, or diving out 

of the way as they shoot, or hurtling from an open plane towards the ground! You have to want it.’

And what made ME want it? I needed to find out what happened to my dad…

There are seven books in the RORY BRANGAN (DETECTIVE) series and this is the first, in which 

you meet Rory and his accomplice Cassady as they investigate the poisoning of Rory’s next door 

neighbour. Rory’s adventures are all highly illustrated so you can see everything he gets up to in 

glorious black and white.

RORY BRANAGAN

(DETECTIVE)

March 22, 2018

B-format paperback

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

Crime & Mystery Fiction (Children's / Teenage)

£6.999780008265830

Andrew Clover, Ralph Lazar

COVER 
NOT 

FINAL

POS AVAILABLE!

Standees, pin badge, bunting

9780007970131



Celebrating 50 Years of Judith Kerr’s 
classic children’s picture book

A beautifully produced paperback 
edition of the original beloved picture 

book. Featuring gold foil, flaps and 
decorated four-colour end papers

A brand new edition of the board book, 
now in a chunky cased format. Perfect 
for the hands of the littlest Tiger fans
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DR SEUSS

9780008239961

£5.99

March 08, 2018

Paperback

Picture Books

9780008239978

£5.99

March 08, 2018

Paperback

Picture Books

9780008251987

£5.99

March 08, 2018

Paperback

Picture Books

9780008272913

£10.99

March 08, 2018

Paperback

Picture Books

9780008271916

£5.99

March 08, 2018

Paperback

Picture Books



The Witch’s Kiss Trilogy 

(3) – The Witch’s Blood

Katharine Corr, Elizabeth 

Corr

9780008264789

March 08, 2018

B-format paperback

Romance & Relationships 

Stories (Children's / 

Teenage)

£7.99

Just who can you trust when no one around you is who they seem?

The final spell-binding book in THE WITCH’S KISS trilogy by authors and sisters, Katharine and 

Elizabeth Corr.

Life as a teenage witch just got harder for Merry when her brother, Leo is captured and taken into an 

alternative reality by evil witch Ronan. Determined to get him back, Merry needs to use blood magic to 

outwit her arch-rival and get Leo back. Merry is more powerful than ever now, but she is also more 

dangerous and within the coven, loyalties are split on her use of the magic. In trying to save Leo, Merry 

will have to confront evil from her past and present and risk the lives of everyone she’s ever loved. 

Given the chaos she’s created, just what will she sacrifice to make things right?

Bing – All Aboard the 

Toilet Train!

9780008272456

March 08, 2018

Board book

Sound Story, Noisy Books, 

Musical Books

£6.99

Join Bing on a toilet training adventure in this interactive sound book – perfect for encouraging young 

children to use the toilet with confidence.

When Bing needs to go, he stops the game and catches the toilet train! Bingsters will love pressing the 

sound button and joining in the fun. Choo! Choo!

Catching the toilet train. . . it’s a Bing thing!

COVER 
NOT 

FINAL



Not Quite Black and 

White Board Book

Jonathan Ying, Victoria Ying

9780062380678

March 22, 2018

Board book

£5.99

Silly animals star in this lively board book that introduces colors in a unique and catchy way.

Have you ever seen a zebra wearing pink polka dots? Or a penguin with bright yellow boots?

Brother and sister team Jonathan and Victoria Ying present these surprisingly colorful animals and 

more in this clever celebration of colors.

Ordinary, Extraordinary 

Jane Austen

Deborah Hopkinson, Qin 

Leng

9780062373304

March 08, 2018

Hardback

Biography for Children

£12.99

It is a truth universally acknowledged that Jane Austen is one of our greatest writers.

But before that, she was just an ordinary girl.

In fact, young Jane was a bit quiet and shy; if you had met her back then, you might not have noticed 

her at all. But she would have noticed you. Jane watched and listened to all the things people around 

her did and said and locked those observations away for safekeeping.

Jane also loved to read. She devoured everything in her father's massive library, and before long she 

began creating her own stories. In her time, the most popular books were grand adventures and 

romances, but Jane wanted to go her own way . . . 



The Digger and the 

Flower

Joseph Kuefler

9780062424334

March 08, 2018

Hardback

Picture Book

£12.99

Each day, the big trucks go to work. They scoop and hoist and push.

But when Digger discovers something growing in the rubble, he sets in motion a series of events that 

will change him, and the city, forever.

Hidden Figures

Margot Lee Shetterly, Laura 

Freeman

9780062742469

March 08, 2018

Hardback

Picture Book

£12.99

Based on the New York Times bestselling book and the Academy Award–nominated movie, author 

Margot Lee Shetterly and illustrator Laura Freeman bring the incredibly inspiring true story of four black 

women who helped NASA launch men into space to picture book readers!

Dorothy Vaughan, Mary Jackson, Katherine Johnson, and Christine Darden were good at math…really 

good.

They participated in some of NASA's greatest successes, like providing the calculations for America's 

first journeys into space. And they did so during a time when being black and a woman limited what 

they could do. But they worked hard. They persisted. And they used their genius minds to change the 

world.

In this beautifully illustrated picture book edition, we explore the story of four female African American 

mathematicians at NASA, known as "colored computers," and how they overcame gender and racial 

barriers to succeed in a highly challenging STEM-based career.



It’s About Love

Steven Camden

9780007511242

January 25, 2018

B-format paperback

Romance & Relationships 

Stories (Children's / 

Teenage)

£7.99

Real life is messier than the movies. A bold, thought-provoking novel from the exceptionally talented, 

Steven Camden.

He’s Luke. She’s Leia.

Just like in Star Wars. Just like they’re made for each other. Same film studies course, different 

backgrounds, different ends of town.

Only this isn’t a film. This is real life. This is where monsters from the past come back to take revenge. 

This is where you are sometimes the monster. And where the things we build to protect us, can end up 

doing the most harm…

Tape

Steven Camden

9780007511235

January 29, 2015

B-format paperback

General Fiction (Children's / 

Teenage)

£7.99

TAPE is an outstanding debut. Told with crackling prose, shimmering with humour and deeply moving, 

it will haunt anyone who reads it…

Record a voice and it lasts forever…

In 1993, Ryan records a diary on an old tape. He talks about his mother’s death, about his dreams, 

about his love for a new girl at school who doesn’t even know he exists.

In 2013, Ameliah moves in with her grandmother after her parents die. There, she finds a tape in the 

spare room. A tape with a boy’s voice on it – a voice she can’t quite hear, but which seems to be 

speaking to her.

Ryan and Ameliah are connected by more than just a tape.

This is their story.



Space Runners (2) –

The Dark Side of the 

Moon
Jeramey Kraatz

9780008226435

March 08, 2018

B-format paperback

Adventure Stories 

(Children's / Teenage)

£6.99

The Alpha Maraudi are on their way and they don’t come in peace . . .

When Benny Love won a trip to visit the Moon, he had no idea that when he got there he would have to 

stop an attack by the Alpha Maraudi, an alien race determined to destroy Earth. Benny and the rest of 

the kids on the Moon succeeded in fending off the first attack, by flying hi-tech Space Runners into 

battle. But now the man who brought them to the Moon, genius inventor Elijah West, is missing. And 

Earth is still very much in danger.

As Benny convinces the others to work together to warn Earth and prepare for the next phase of the 

alien invasion, they encounter a shadowy researcher from the dark side of the moon. He knows things 

about the aliens that could help to defeat them and save their planet from total destruction, but can they 

trust him?

They’ll have to decide what they’re willing to do to save their planet soon, because more aliens are on 

their way – and they’re coming for Benny and his friends first.

Bloom: A Story of Fashion 

Designer Elsa Schiaparelli

Kyo Maclear, Julie Morstad

9780062447616

March 22, 2018

Hardback

Biography for Children

£12.99

As a little girl in Rome, Elsa Schiaparelli was told she was not pretty. What is beauty? Elsa wondered 

as she grew older. So she sought out beauty around her and found it everywhere: in the colors and 

scents of the Rome flower market, in the garden, and in the attic of her family home, buried in a chest of 

old dresses. She found affection from her dear uncle in Milano.

“Voliamo,” said Uncle Giovanni.

“Let’s fly!”

And Elsa did fly! “Schiap,” as she later called herself, developed an artist’s eye and imagination. These 

bloomed in the wildly imaginative dresses, hats, shoes, and jewelry that made her an important name in 

fashion. Defining beauty on her own creative and rebellious terms was the key to Elsa Schiaparelli’s 

happiness and success—and is still seen today in her legacy of wild imagination. Daring and different, 

Elsa Schiaparelli used art to make fashion, and it was quite marvelous.



When Spring Comes 

Board Book

Kevin Henkes, Laura 

Dronzek

9780062741660

March 22, 2018
03 22 2018

Board book

£5.99

A picture book from award-winning husband-and-wife team Kevin Henkes and Laura Dronzek, creators 

of the critically acclaimed Birds. The perfect book for introducing concepts of spring and language to an 

elementary school child.



Collins Easy Learning 

Preschool – Numbers 

Bumper Book Ages 3-5

Collins Easy Learning

9780008275426

March 22, 2018

Paperback / softback

Educational: Mathematics & 

Numeracy

£4.99

An engaging Numbers activity bumper book to really help boost your child’s progress at every stage of 

their learning! Fully in line with the Early Years Foundation Stage, this Maths book provides 

reassurance whilst supporting your child’s learning at home.

Combining useful Maths practice with engaging, colourful illustrations, this Numbers bumper book helps 

to boost your child’s confidence and develop good learning habits for life. Each fun activity is designed 

to give your child a real sense of achievement.

Collins Easy Learning 

Preschool – Phonics 

Bumper Book Ages 3-5

Collins Easy Learning

9780008275433

March 22, 2018

Paperback / softback

Educational: English 

Language & Literacy

£4.99

An engaging Phonics activity bumper book to really help boost your child’s progress at every stage of 

their learning! Fully in line with the Early Years Foundation Stage, this English book provides 

reassurance whilst supporting your child’s learning at home.

Combining useful English practice with engaging, colourful illustrations, this Phonics bumper book 

helps to boost your child’s confidence and develop good learning habits for life. Each fun activity is 

designed to give your child a real sense of achievement.



Collins Easy Learning Preschool 

– Reading and Rhyme Bumper 

Book Ages 3-5

Collins Easy Learning

9780008275440

March 22, 2018

Paperback / softback

Educational: English 

Language & Literacy

£4.99

An engaging Reading and Rhyme activity bumper book to really help boost your child’s progress at 

every stage of their learning! Fully in line with the Early Years Foundation Stage, this English book 

provides reassurance whilst supporting your child’s learning at home.

Combining useful English practice with engaging, colourful illustrations, this Reading and Rhyme 

bumper book helps to boost your child’s confidence and develop good learning habits for life. Each fun 

activity is designed to give your child a real sense of achievement.

Collins Easy Learning 

Preschool – Counting 

Bumper Book Ages 3-5

Collins Easy Learning

9780008275457

March 22, 2018

Paperback / softback

Educational: Mathematics & 

Numeracy

£4.99

An engaging Counting activity bumper book to really help boost your child’s progress at every stage of 

their learning! Fully in line with the Early Years Foundation Stage, this Maths book provides 

reassurance whilst supporting your child’s learning at home.

Combining useful Maths practice with engaging, colourful illustrations, this Counting bumper book helps 

to boost your child’s confidence and develop good learning habits for life. Each fun activity is designed 

to give your child a real sense of achievement.



Collins Easy Learning KS1 –

Addition and Subtraction 

Bumper Book Ages 5-7

Collins Easy Learning

9780008275464

March 22, 2018

Paperback / softback

Educational: Mathematics & 

Numeracy

£5.99

An engaging bumper Addition and Subtraction activity book to really help boost your child’s progress at 

every stage of their learning! Including helpful questions and answers, this Maths book provides 

reassurance whilst supporting your child’s learning at home.

Combining useful Maths practice with engaging, colourful illustrations, this Addition and Subtraction 

bumper practice book helps to boost your child’s confidence and develop good learning habits for life. 

Each fun activity is designed to give your child a real sense of achievement.

Collins Easy Learning KS1 –

Multiplication and Division 

Bumper Book Ages 5-7

Collins Easy Learning

9780008275471

March 22, 2018

Paperback / softback

Educational: Mathematics & 

Numeracy

£5.99

An engaging bumper Multiplication and Division activity book to really help boost your child’s progress 

at every stage of their learning! Including helpful questions and answers, this Maths book provides 

reassurance whilst supporting your child’s learning at home.

Combining useful Maths practice with engaging, colourful illustrations, this Multiplication and Division 

bumper practice book helps to boost your child’s confidence and develop good learning habits for life. 

Each fun activity is designed to give your child a real sense of achievement.



Collins Easy Learning KS1 –

Fractions Bumper Book Ages 

5-7

Collins Easy Learning

9780008275488

March 22, 2018

Paperback / softback

Educational: Mathematics & 

Numeracy

£5.99

An engaging bumper Fractions activity book to really help boost your child’s progress at every stage of 

their learning! Including helpful questions and answers, this Maths book provides reassurance whilst 

supporting your child’s learning at home.

Combining useful Maths practice with engaging, colourful illustrations, this Fractions bumper practice 

book helps to boost your child’s confidence and develop good learning habits for life. Each fun activity 

is designed to give your child a real sense of achievement.

Collins Easy Learning 

Preschool – Writing Bumper 

Book Ages 3-5

Collins Easy Learning

9780008275419

March 22, 2018

Paperback / softback

Educational: English 

Language & Literacy

£4.99

An engaging Writing activity bumper book to really help boost your child’s progress at every stage of 

their learning! Fully in line with the Early Years Foundation Stage, this English book provides 

reassurance whilst supporting your child’s learning at home.

Combining useful English practice with engaging, colourful illustrations, this Writing bumper book helps 

to boost your child’s confidence and develop good learning habits for life. Each fun activity is designed 

to give your child a real sense of achievement.



11+ English Practice Test 

Papers - Multiple-Choice: for 

the GL Assessment Tests

Letts 11+

9780008278038

March 22, 2018

Paperback / softback

Educational: English 

Language & Literacy

£9.99

Four English test papers in the style and format of the GL Assessment 11 Plus tests used by selective 

state schools in England. These papers are intended to provide familiarisation and realistic practice 

ahead of the tests to build confidence and ensure success.

Intended to provide familiarisation and realistic practice ahead of the tests, these English practice 

papers will help to build confidence and ensure success in the 11+ selection tests.

11+ Verbal Reasoning 

Practice Test Papers -

Multiple-Choice: for the GL 

Assessment Tests

Letts 11+

9780008278045

March 22, 2018

Paperback / softback

Educational Material

£9.99

Four Verbal Reasoning test papers in the style and format of the GL Assessment 11 Plus tests used by 

selective state schools in England. These papers are intended to provide familiarisation and realistic 

practice ahead of the tests to build confidence and ensure success.

Intended to provide familiarisation and realistic practice ahead of the tests, these Verbal Reasoning 

practice papers will help to build confidence and ensure success in the 11+ selection tests.



11+ Non-Verbal Reasoning 

Practice Test Papers -

Multiple-Choice: for the GL 

Assessment Tests

Letts 11+

9780008278052

March 22, 2018

Paperback / softback

Educational Material

£9.99

Four Non-Verbal Reasoning test papers in the style and format of the GL Assessment 11 Plus tests 

used by selective state schools in England. These papers are intended to provide familiarisation and 

realistic practice ahead of the tests to build confidence and ensure success.

Intended to provide familiarisation and realistic practice ahead of the tests, these Non-Verbal 

Reasoning practice papers will help to build confidence and ensure success in the 11+ selection tests.

11+ Maths Practice Test 

Papers - Multiple-Choice: for 

the GL Assessment Tests

Letts 11+

9780008278021

March 22, 2018

Paperback / softback

Educational: Mathematics & 

Numeracy

£9.99

Four Maths test papers in the style and format of the GL Assessment 11 Plus tests used by selective 

state schools in England. These papers are intended to provide familiarisation and realistic practice 

ahead of the tests to build confidence and ensure success.

Intended to provide familiarisation and realistic practice ahead of the tests, these Maths practice papers 

will help to build confidence and ensure success in the 11+ selection tests.



THE QUEEN’S RISING

REBECCA ROSS

9780008245986

MARCH 08, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

BISCUIT'S PET & PLAY FARM 

ANIMALS

ALYSSA SATIN CAPUCILLI, PAT 

SCHORIES

9780062490520

MARCH 08, 2018
BOARD BOOK

£5.99

PINKALICIOUS AT THE FAIR

VICTORIA KANN

9780062566911

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£3.99

RANGER RICK: I WISH I WAS 

A GORILLA

JENNIFER BOVE

9780062432100

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£3.99

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.: A 

PEACEFUL LEADER

SARAH ALBEE, CHIN KO

9780062432759

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£3.99

MARTY PANTS #2: KEEP 

YOUR PAWS OFF!

MARK PARISI

9780062427786

MARCH 22, 2018
HARDBACK

£9.99

MY WEIRDEST SCHOOL #10: 

MISS NEWMAN ISN'T HUMAN!

DAN GUTMAN, JIM PAILLOT

9780062429391

MARCH 22, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£4.99

WING & CLAW #2: CAVERN OF 

SECRETS

LINDA SUE PARK, JIM MADSEN

9780062327420

MARCH 22, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£5.99

FREE AS A BIRD

LINA MASLO

9780062560773

MARCH 08, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99

HAMILTON AND PEGGY!

L. M. ELLIOTT

9780062671301

MARCH 22, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99



THE GREAT PURSUIT

WENDY HIGGINS

9780062381378

MARCH 22, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

THE PROBLIM CHILDREN

NATALIE LLOYD, JULIA 

SARDA

9780062428202

MARCH 22, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99

THE STRANGER GAME

CYLIN BUSBY

9780062354617

MARCH 22, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

VOICES IN THE AIR

NAOMI SHIHAB NYE

9780062691842

MARCH 22, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99

WHALE TALK

CHRIS CRUTCHER

9780062687753

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

WINTERFOLK

JANEL KOLBY

9780062487001

MARCH 22, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99

MIRADOR 3 – ACTIVE 

MEMORY

DAN WELLS

9780062347930

MARCH 22, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99

SHADE ME 3 – BREAK US

JENNIFER BROWN

9780062324498

MARCH 22, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99

SOLITAIRE

ALICE OSEMAN

9780007559220

JANUARY 11, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

RADIO SILENCE

ALICE OSEMAN

9780007559244

JANUARY 11, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99



COLLINS STUDENT ATLAS –

COLLINS STUDENT ATLAS

COLLINS MAPS

9780008259150

MARCH 08, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

COLLINS STUDENT ATLAS –

COLLINS STUDENT ATLAS

COLLINS MAPS

9780008259143

MARCH 08, 2018
HARDBACK

£13.99


